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Abstract— The main problem faced by Civil engineer is to go 

for the most efficient and economical design with accurate 

results in solution to ensure that the final design of a river 

training work in a highly scoured condition  must be 

serviceable for its function purpose over the design life time. 

This Research presents the detailed knowledge of River 

regulation and river training were carried out for multiple 

reasons and in countless instances adverse impacts were 

shown. The adverse impacts are so severe in some instances 

that individuals must consider "re-naturalizing" the rivers that 

are regulated. The varied uses of the river and natural fluvial 

procedures and ecological systems can only be harmonized 

through the use of the integrated river management strategy. 

This Research introduces the notion of integrated river 

management and four river training principles based on study 

of case studies and information gathered from literature 

Integrated management of the river includes: 

1) Taking the watershed, the upper river basin including the 

tributaries, the center and lower 

2) ranges and the estuary as an embedded entity in planning, 

design and management; and 

3) mitigating or controlling adverse effects on hydrology, 

erosion and sedimentation, river procedures, soil use and 

river use, climate and ecology while at the same time 

obtaining financial benefits from delivering water 

resources; 

River training and management should comply with the four 

principles: 

1) extending the length of river water flowing on the 

continent by expanding the river course or decreasing the 

flow rate; 

2) controlling different erosion trends and decreasing river 

sediment transport; 

3) increasing habitat diversity and improving connectivity 

betting; 

This research focus on the main concern of Engineers while 

designing which depicts the main observation such as quality 

control, serviceability and economy. These points can be 

achieved by an Engineer if and only if the design has gone 

according to recommendation provided by design code. 
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Often people (governments), authorities, companies, 

townships, etc) want to do 'something' with a river.                               

Generally this can for two purposes 

Realizing a project, such as constructing a bridge 

across the river, or allowing inland navigation to take place. 

Solving a problem, such as bank erosion problem or 

a eliminating or reducing the risk of flooding. 

Frequently the wish to realize the purpose results in 

an engineering intervention to the river (system). This 

intervention can be fairly local, or it can encompass a very 

long stretch of river .Whatever the geographical influence of 

the intervention, it is always necessary to study and predict 

the behaviour of the river and its reaction on the intervention. 

Sometimes it is better not to go ahead with the intervention, 

because there may be unfavourable overall effects, or 'the 

cure may be worse than the disease'. In such a case it is better 

not to make the intervention, but to see if the project can be 

re-formulated or the problems can be solved in another 

manner. 

Many elements needed for the study of the river and 

the design of the intervention have been covered in this 

research, like hydraulics, river morphology, river dynamics, 

soil mechanics, etc. Those disciplines are in any case needed 

to study the river and the potential intervention. In these 

research emphasis will be placed on the interaction between 

the river and the design of/ for the engineering interventions. 

The interventions usually comprise structures or dredging 

works. It is however also possible that for an existing river 

regulation scheme, the operating conditions are changed, for 

instant to place more emphasis on navigation and less on 

power generation. The changes regime will have 

consequences for the river morphology. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH 

The main objectives of this Research are pointed below: 

River training works are constructed for several reasons  

Designing is one of core value considered in 

engineering. After completion of Engineering Degree, one 

has technical knowledge to perform design and to deliver 

projects. But delivering project is not as easy as it looks, it 

needs knowledge of every aspect considered in a structure 

from designing but the fundamental objectives is to restrict 

the horizontal movement of the river channel along a certain 

alignment . 

The measures are adopted to train the river because 

river in alluvial flood plains are prone to meandering and 

hence cause a lot of damage to life and property. 

Training works are installed where local 

infrastructure on agricultural land needs to be protected from 

damage resulting from erosion of river banks. 

To prevent the river from changing its courses and 

to avoid outflanking of structures like bridges weirs etc 

To protect the river banks by deflecting the river 

away from the attacked banks. 

To ensure effective disposal of sediment load. 

To improve navigation by providing minimum depth 
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III. BEHAVIOUR OF RIVERS  

Rivers takes off from mountains, flow along more or less 

defined channels in mountainous plain terrain and finally join 

the ocean. 

Rivers carry huge amount of silt and sediment in addition to 

huge amount of water. Silt and sediment are the chief factors 

responsible for most of the behavior of river. 

So, it is very important to know the behavior of river in order 

to stabilize the river channel. 

Problems posed by sediments and silts are as follows: 

1) Increase in flood levels                     

2) Silting of reservoirs as well as channels.     

3) Meandering of rivers. 

IV. MEANDERING PHENOMENA 

A meandering is considered a wave phenomena. 

A meandering   is formed when moving water in a 

stream erodes the outer banks and widens its valley and inner 

part of the river has less energy deposits what it is carrying. 

A meandering channel tends to be deeper towards 

concave bank and progressively gets shallower towards 

convex bank. 

 
Fig. 1: Silting and scouring in meandering river. 

Factors responsible for meandering are: 

1) Size and grade of sediments that make up the river beds 

2) Extra turbulence generated by transported sediments 

during floods. 

3) Valley slope. 

4) Bed slope and side slope of the river channel. 

 
Fig. 2: increase diversity protects river bed from erosion 

V. RESTORING NATURAL LANDSCAPES 

River flows across the continent, shaping all landscapes. 

Indeed, rivers are such an essential component of the earth 

that talking about riverscapes in many locations would be as 

suitable as talking about landscapes. The riverscapes have 

been altered by various uses of the river. Beautiful meanders 

with hardened banks have been transformed into straight 

channels, waterfalls have been substituted by power stations 

and the riparian forests have been transformed into grand 

levees. People have recently discovered that the riverscapes 

are a wealth of nature that is presented to individuals. 

Restauration of the riverscape (or countryside) has become a 

government issue and initiatives to restore riverscapes have 

been carried out.   

 
Fig. 3: Image showing degraded site due to meandering of 

river. 

VI. PHYSICAL METHODS FOR RIVER TRAINING 

Flash flood mitigation in the upstream portion of a catchment 

is intended to reduce the incidence of flash flooding and 

focuses on decreasing slope instability, decreasing runoff 

quantity and speed, and preventing erosion. The focus is on 

mitigating the impacts and effect of any flash flooding that 

happens in the downstream fields. Some rivers are 

particularly susceptible to flash floods ('flashy rivers') and 

mitigation measures can be planned, although it is impossible 

to predict the timing of individual flash floods. This section 

examines some downstream structural interventions. A river's 

morphology is a powerful flow determinant and can therefore 

serve to intensify or mitigate flood waves and torrents. At the 

same moment, when rivers flow into an alluvial plain, they 

often become meandered or braided, and this morphology 

leads to excessive bank cuts that can destroy agricultural 

property and human settlements. River training ' relates to the 

structural measures that a river and its banks are taking to 

enhance. River training is a significant element of flash flood 

prevention and mitigation and overall flood control as well as 

other operations such as ensuring secure passage of a flood 

under a bridge. The primary objective for flash flood 

mitigation is to regulate the water release scheme in the 

watercourse by restricting its dynamic energy and thus 

controlling the watercourse's morphological development 
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(Colombo et al. 2002).River training measures also decrease 

the transport of sediments and minimize the erosion of beds 

and banks. In conjunction with bioengineering methods, 

many river training buildings are introduced to lessen the 

adverse impacts on the setting and landscape. 

There are several kinds of framework for river 

training. The choice and design of the most suitable structure 

is mainly dependent on the circumstances of the site. There 

are two primary categories of river training structures: 

transversal protection structures and longitudinal protection 

structures. 

VII. TRANSVERSAL PROTECTIONS TRUCTURES 

Perpendicular to the water course are mounted transversal 

security structures. They are used to lower the gradient of the 

river to decrease the velocity of the water and to defend the 

beds and banks from erosion. Most of the rivers in the 

Himalayan region of Hindu Kush originate in the elevated 

hills, where steep gradients give the flow a huge erosive 

energy. In addition, intense occurrences of rainfall and 

breakout can accelerate the flow of the river to such an extent 

that the water has a major effect on the watercourses and 

adjacent regions. Transversal protection structures are 

efficient in regulating river and stream velocity and 

decreasing flash flood growth. The significant buildings that 

are likely to be helpful in the region are briefly outlined 

below. 

 
Fig. 4: Figure showing transverse bunds 

VIII. CHECK DAMS 

In the prior section, check dams are outlined in detail, 

primarily with regard to gully control. The dams used along 

the courses of the river follow the same principles. They can 

be produced of gabions, concrete, logs, bamboo, etc. These 

dams decrease the torrent bed's morphological gradient and 

decrease the water velocity during a flood event by raising the 

hydrographic basin concentration time and decreasing the 

river's flood peak and strong transport ability. They also assist 

decrease the flow of erosion and debris. The primary aim of 

river dam control is to stabilize the bed of the river over a 

lengthy range. Checking dams usually requires extra 

protective structures in the bed or on the banks to prevent 

undermining.  

 
Groynes or spurs are structure constructed transeverse to the 

river flow and extend from bank into the river upto certain 

limit. 

They are also know as spurs. 

Groynes guide structures of the river flow, promote scour and 

deposition of sediment where desired and trap traps the 

sediment load to build up new river banks. 

Spurs are the most widely used river training structures. 

A. Functions of Groynes: 

Training a river along a desired course by attracting, 

deflecting or repelling the flow in the river channel. 

Protecting the river bank by keeping the flow of river away 

from it. 

 Silting up the area in the vicinity of spurs by creating a slack 

flow. 

Contracting a wide river channel for improvement of depth 

for navigation. 

B. Choice of Groynes 

Fall velocity of river  

Width of water way 

Depth of water way 

Characteristics of bed material  

 
Fig. 5: Types of guide banks and typical dimensions 
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Fig. 6: Different types of spur 

IX. SILLS 

A sill is a transverse gradient control structure constructed 

across a river bed or stream to decrease bed or headwork 

erosion. Sills with a medium to small morphological gradient 

are mounted long stretches of the river. The aim of a check 

dam is comparable, but a sill is much smaller. Together with 

other hydraulic structures such as bridges, a sill is generally 

built to avoid them from being undermined and boost their 

durability. Sills can be constructed from a multitude of 

materials including concrete, stone, gabions, wood, and rock 

with distinct forms, such as stepped or sloping .Material 

selection relies on morphological and environmental 

variables. Wood, rock, and gabions sills tend to be more eco-

friendly than concrete or cemented bricks. 

X. CONCRETE OR STONE SILLS 

Concrete or concrete stone sills are simple to build and 

comparatively common, although building costs are usually 

greater than other kinds. This sill type can be used for a broad 

spectrum of morphological circumstances and is especially 

appropriate for lesser reaches. They are often used in 

conjunction with bridge or wall construction. 

 
Fig. 7: Increasing roughness by using stones on banks 

 
Fig. 8: Screen dam with multi-purpose facility such as 

agriculture and water storage. 

Dams are among the oldest structures built by 

humans for collective use. A dam is a barrier that is 

constructed across a river or stream so the water can be held 

back or impounded to supply water for drinking or irrigation, 

to control flooding, and to generate power. 

Typically a layout of spur and their design 

parameters are shown in figure. 
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Fig. 8: typical layout and section of spurs 

 
Fig. 9: (A) Meandering river with possible threat to bank 

erosion 

XI. MARGINAL EMBANKMENTS 

These are earthen embankments, also known as levees, which 

are constructed in the flood plains of a river and run parallel 

to the river bank along its length. The aim of providing these 

embankments is to confine the river flood water within the 

cross section available between the embankments. The flood 

water of a river is thus not allowed to spill over to the flood 

plains, as normally would had been (Figure 8). This kind of 

protection against flooding has been provided for most of the 

rivers of India that are flood prone with low banks and have 

extensive flood plains in the last century. This may be 

apparent from the maps of any river area, as shown typically 

in Figure 10. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Marginal embankments along river teesta 

However, the ill effects of providing these 

embankments have become quite apparent now, the most 

serious of which is the gradual rise of the river bed level over 

the years due to deposition of sediments. Normally, a river in 

its original unrestricted shape deposits silt along with flood 

water not only in its riverbed, but also on its flood plains 

(Figure 11a). However, as soon a river is confined by 

marginal embankments, the subsequent deposits of sediment 
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can only take place over the river bed, thus raising the bed 

elevation (Figure 11b). Instance of such phenomena has been 

reported for such rivers like the Mississippi in the USA. In 

India, embanking of the Mahanadi river near Cuttack or the 

Ganga near Patna or the Teesta near Talpaiguri have all 

caused the river bed level to have gone up alarmingly. As a 

consequence, during floods, the river water level flows 

alarmingly high (Figure 11c), and the residents of the nearly 

towns are always under the threat of flooding. 

 
Fig. 11: (a) Silt deposition spread over river and 

floods plains in original state (b) Silt deposition restricted to 

river bed    between embankments (c) High water level 

during flood threaten  adjacent habitation 

In view of the seriousness of this issue, marginal 

embankments are now being discouraged. The flood plains 

rightly belong to the river, and forceful occupation of these 

by artificial means like constructing embankments is harmful 

to the river as well as human society itself, who had 

engineered the constructions. 

XII. TECHNIQUES FOR BANK STABILIZATION 

A. Direct techniques 

 Self-adjusting armour made of stone 

 Rigid armour 

 Flexible mattress 

B. Indirect technique 

 Dikes - Permeable or Impermeable 

 Retards - Permeable or Impermeable 

 Other flow deflectors, like Bendway weirs, lowa vanes 

etc. 

C. Riprap Blanket 

Riprap (Figure 12) should be blocky in shape rather than 

elongated, as more nearly cubical stones “nest” together best 

and are more resistant to movement. The stone should have 

sharp, clean edges at the intersections of relatively flat faces. 

Cobbles with rounded edges are less resistant to movement, 

although the drag force on a rounded stone is less than on 

sharp-edged cubical stones. As graded cobble interlock is less 

than that of equal-sized angular stones, the cobble mass is 

more likely to be eroded by channel flow. If used, the cobbles 

should be placed on flatter side slopes than angular stone and 

should be about 25 percent larger in diameter. 

 
Fig. 12: Typical river bank section shown protected by rip 

rap blanket 

D. Trenchfill 

A trenchfill revetment, shown in Figure 12, is simply a 

standard stone armor revetment with a massive stone toe. It is 

normally constructed in an excavated trench behind the river 

bank, in anticipation that the river will complete the work by 

eroding to the revetment, causing the stone toe to launch 

down and armor the subsequent bank slope. 

 
Fig. 13: typical river bank section shown protected by 

trenchfill 

E. Longitudinal Stone Toe 

Longitudinal stone toe (Figure 14) is another form of a 

window revetment, with the stone placed along the existing 

streambed rather than on top bank. The longitudinal stone toe 

is placed with the crown well below top bank, and either 
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against the eroding bank line or a distance riverward of the 

high bank. Typical crown elevations may vary but are 

commonly between 1/3 and 2/3 of the height to top bank. 

 
Fig. 14: A typical longitudinal stone toe laid along a river 

bank 

XIII. CONCLUSION 

Dealing with this Research was really an incredible 

experience to increase my knowledge in field of designing. 

While going through this Research I came to know that 

Degree is incomplete if one is not familiar with such an 

interesting technology which has made our life as easier as 

possible. Taking the watershed, the upper stream basin 

including the tributaries, the center and lower reaches and the 

estuary as an integrated entity in planning, design and 

management; and Mitigating or controlling adverse effects on 

hydrology, erosion and sedimentation, river procedures, land 

use and river use, climate and ecology while attaining this 

goal . 

A. Training and Management Principles 

Training and management of the river should comply with the 

four principles: 

1) Expanding the length of the flow of river water on the 

continent by expanding the flow or decreasing the flow 

rate;  

2) Controlling multiple erosion trends and decreasing the 

transportation of sediments in waterways;  

3) improving habitat diversity and improving the 

connectivity between river and riparian waters; and  

4) restoring natural landscapes. The research also shows 

that for most aquatic creatures, the suitability index 

reaches one in a velocity range below 2 m / s. If the speed 

exceeds 3 m / s, fish will suffer and die. River flow speed 

should therefore be maintained below 3 m / s. 

Restauration of the ecology and restoration of the 

landscape are the focal points of river training and project 

management. 

The procedures of flow and erosion are well known 

to local individuals. They have understanding of flow and 

erosion procedures around various bank protection works, 

bend flow and erosion procedures, straight bankline erosion 

procedures, historical morphological change, bend growth, 

erosion rate trend, efficient erosion length. It is obvious from 

the research that the data provided by local individuals, 

information prepared by technical staff, field measured 

results and science expertise based on the laboratory are 

strongly similar. All groups are discovered as well. 
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